The Legacy

Save the Date!
No. 123
Fall 2015

L o m po c V a l le y H is tor i c a l S o c i et y ’s Q u a rte r ly N e ws le tt er

EXPRIENCING THE ADDED DIMENSION
OF OUR MUSEUM

December 77h, 2015
for
OUR HOLIDAY DINNER
Come Join Us!

one

…one of three coordinates determining a
position in space or four coordinates
determining a position in space and time

When I am walking through the
newly refurbished museum the
word that pops up in my mind is
“dimension”. The word has a
variety of meanings and most of
them are illustrated in the various
aspects of our museum. An
ambience has come over the place
as the museum slowly transforms
from a jumble of fascinating items
of recent antiquity into a showcase
of Lompoc’s prodigious history.

Turning around peeping from behind
the new mannequins is the fourth
dimension (time) represented by a
collection of photos carefully displayed
in chronological order. A timeline of
photos
depicting
Lompoc’s
photographically recorded history was a
project taken on by Karen Paaske and
Sherrie Chavez. Both Ladies are
photographers in their own right; Karen
as a hobby and Sherrie applies her craft
professionally. The two of them spent
months painstakingly choosing fitting
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…lifelike or realistic quality
Walking toward the end of the
recently installed oak display case
there sitting on its ledge is the
Holmes’ style stereoscope, inviting
you to hold it up and look through
it at the twin two-dimensional (2D)
photos that appear to have a third
dimensional (3D) lifelikeness.

Stereoscope style created by Oliver Wendell
Holmes in 1861

...the range over which or the degree to
which something extends;
Turn the corner above the new home
for the Point Conception Lighthouse’s
oil barrel bench is a topographical 3D
raised relief map of the coast line. This
exhibit is a work in progress. In the
future there will be a display for the
lens from Point Arguello Lighthouse
and Coast Guard Station Duty sign. It
also will feature remembrances of the
Honda Point Disaster.
3D topographical map of the coastline
and terrain of Vandenberg Air Force

Dimensions continued on page 2

LVHS’s FIRST POP-UP MUSEUM at JUNE BBQ
by Julie Ann McLaughlin

Bigger than a breadbox
Jerry Scolari’s entry to our first ever
pop-up museum

The idea of a pop-up museum was introduced to me last October
at the “Internet Librarian Conference” held each year in
Monterey, CA. The keynote speaker, Nina Simon, the Director of
the Santa Cruz Museum of Art & History, gave a speech about
what she called “Co-Created Magic”. Ms. Simon has written the
book, “The Participatory Museum” that is about transforming
local museums into community-driven and relevant gathering
places, sparking increases in attendance and financial success
on little or no money. The idea of spontaneous museums any
where like in parks, libraries, business lobbies and conference
rooms or even public restrooms; excited me enough to present it
to our board. They agreed to give it a try.
Our first attempt was a success with six entries. Myra Manfrina

Pop-up cont. on page 2
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Dimensions cont. from page 1

and brought it to the next level with
new shelving installed to hold the
collection. Ardeane also acquired new
mannequins so that various school
uniforms could be exhibited in style.
Harvey Wynne supported the purchase
because it would have cost more if the
mannequins were built from scratch.
…a level of existence or consciousness
Many people have lent their talents

Mannequin attired in Rose Roberts’ Majorette
Uniform in front of the Timeline

And the 5th dimension is Heaven;
a really difficult mathematical
construct; or a popular 70’s
singing group. Take your pick.

snapshots of Lompoc’s events and
industries that built this community.
The project was funded by Violet
Galloway Bottroff McNett as a memorial
to Carrol Paaske, longtime Board
member of the society.
…one of the elements or factors making
up a complete personality or entity
Following the trail
of pictures that
illustrate
the
timeline
Lompoc
History
to
its
conclusion on what
appears to be a
partition, but on
the other side are
shelves that is the
remodeled Sales Area. Sandy
Sanders has done the majority of
the work of organizing this space.
Sandy has expertise in retail having
run a store for many years.
Eileen Negus’ Sales Area signs using
found pieces and parts from games,
puzzles and other notions employing
the mixed media art technique. Giving
the signs a 3D pop as well as adding a
sense of fun and whimsy to the display.
The display commemorating the schools
of Lompoc was started by Barry and
Debbie Manfrina who began the
collection. When demands from family
commitments
and
their
crucial
involvement in the area’s alumni
associations kept them from completing
the project; Ardeane Eckert stepped up

other objects in the oak glassdoored cases. I don’t know why
when she told me this, it thrilled
me like a magician revealing a
trick, but this trick gives the
presentation that “je ne sais
quoi” (that’s French for “I don’t
know what” but if you cannot
adequately describe something
you may as well do it in French.
Then at least you describing it
with “panache”; which is also from
the French.)

Pop-up cont. from page 1

Violet McNett and Karen Paaske visiting
the Photo Timeline

and efforts to put the finishing
touches on the museum.
I once
walked in on Marcia Wurtz as she was
sitting on the floor repairing a wool
rug by hand. This invisible but
important improvement is just an
example of the volunteer work taking
place all the time from people like
Marcia.
People
who
generously give their time,
like Sandy Valla who was
instrumental
in
the
displaying of the Medical
Instruments,
or
Rose
Roberts who is the allaround go-to-gal for just
about anything needed doing.

brought in a couple of
rodeo trophies. Karen
Paaske set out the Point
Arguello Coast Guard
Rescue Station Duty
Sign that was rescued
by Bill Henry before the
station was demolished.
Other fun items were
Charles A. Davis’ taffy
pull hook. As a boy he
worked in a candy shop
pulling taffy. We even
had a mystery object
found on Charles &
Grace Davis’ Ranch.

….wood or stone cut to pieces of
specified size
Just one more dimension of the
museum you may miss if it’s not
pointed it out. A secret Ardeane
shared with me, well maybe not so
much a secret as a technique that is
almost invisible if you don’t know what
to look for. Ardeane has blocks of
wood cut to a “specified size” and then
she paints them before she places
them under artifacts displayed behind

Mystery object? Do you know what it is?

Pop-up concludes on page 7
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Bettviller, located in the Department of
Moselle in the Province of Lorraine, in
France. This is where we believe the family
started. Lorraine was originally a part of
Germany. I think of our family as being of
German origin.
My host in France was Alex Fabing,
who helped greatly in my European
Genealogical research. Alex also did all the
calligraphy seen throughout this work.

.

The Fabing Collection

By Myra Manfrina.
Don Fabing wrote 3 years ago at age 84
from his home in Hamilton, OH:
Twenty one years ago I retired after
45 years in the mechanical engineering
profession. For 21 years I have been
collecting information about the Fabing
family and have connected more than 1700
names in 13 generations in the main family
tree. Members of the Fabing family live in
12 Countries around the world and I
correspond with more than 400 of these
families.
Every year for 14 years I have
traveled through Germany, Austria, France,
England and Croatia visiting members of
the family. Each year I visit the village of

The earliest person found for the
genealogy is JACOB, in 1600 in the village
of Bettviller. When the family started,
Bettviller belonged to Gerrnany, and as the
family grew bigger they moved to different
areas — 1764
Christian Fabing, great grandson of Jacob,
went to Hungary. 1834 and 1857 many
Fabings came to America — Fabings are
now all over the world.
My branch of the family came from
the village of Schweyen in Moselle. Nicolas
Fabing, my Great Great Grandfather, and
his family came to the United States in
1857 to Trenton, Ohio.
Do you know who the man in the jacket is?
This photo was among a
stack of snapshots taken
during Tea that took place
inside the Spanne House.
The others in the circle are
members of the Historical
Society. He’s believed to be

a visiting dignitary or VIP
invited to the event. Do
you remember the event?
How about the year?
Ed note: check out Hodge Podge online
for color and uncropped photos
hodgepodgeofmiscellany.blogspot.com
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“An advertisement for the
local area -found poking
around the reference
room—had to share.”
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Two photos—both mark as
the Rudolph Home—Below
the classic shot of the mansion S. E. corner of “F” and
Ocean—Right is a later
rarely shot angle of the
“300 block East Ocean”

Abive—beautiful shot of the
Fabing-McKay-Spanne Home
artistically framed by foliage
Far right photo—Notorious
Drug Store attack by lady
prohibitionists of Lompoc

tumbled Upon Treasures
From Our Archives
“That Awful Drug Store”
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In
Memory
of
“Chiefie”
Ed “Chiefie” Everett,
longtime board
member passed
away at the age of
95. Ed was
president of the
Pioneer Society in
1979. His father, Charles, had moved to
Lompoc in 1912 was appointed fire chief
engineer in 1916 and full time chief in
1935. Ed served in the 3rd Infantry Division
during WWII as a medic. After the war, he
earned a degree in Public Health and
worked in that field. Ed was very active in
numerous local clubs, and will be greatly
missed. Legacy #25 recounts the history
of the Everett family.
May, June, July 2015
Memorials & Membership
Welcoming New Members

Bill Poff
Karen Osland & Kathryn Badrak
Patricia Silva Zeitler
Nan Fabing
Total Number of Members: 458
Memorial Contribution in Honor of
Mildred Fabing Davis
Ed Everett
Domenico Signorelli
Gene Friis
Margaret Mange
May Glover
Clementine Cargasacchi

In Memory of
“Betty”
Frances "Betty" Reed Elms, descendant
from a Lompoc Pioneer family passed
away April 30. Betty's great grandfather,
John, was an early pioneer arriving in
1874. Horace Reed, her father founded
Reedson's
Dairy. Betty married Neal Elms and lived
at the end of South F Street with a lovely
view of the valley. They raised 3 boys,
Reed, Gary & Arlan. She worked at the
Elementary School Cafeteria and the
Bank of America. She wrote in 1989 for
her 50th class reunion, “As I remember
the cafeteria when I was in Elementary
school, the stew was good, we cleaned
our plates and if we were lucky on
Friday, our ice cream stick would say
FREE. Working there, my cook made
great stew, great Dinty Moore, but they
always called it “ugh, dog food again”.
And the students all suffered from
“allergies” whenever we had spinach,
carrots or salad.
Betty donated the family 1909 photo
collage showing the view of the valley.
The Historical Society thanks all who
made donations in Betty's name.

Other Members Recently
Passed Away…
Michael Woodfin
Marvin Loney
Norma Chierchetti
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Karen’s Chronicles

Hope everyone is enjoying all of the Lompoc's
summer activities and also our members who
are scattered across the United States. The
reunion dinner at the Elks is coming soon and
will honor the class of 1965, but anyone is
welcome and other classes often have
reunions as well.

The reference room maintains files on Lompoc
families, especially those prior to 1940. These
files need updating and editing. Please stop
by and help with your family files, or even start
a new one.
President's Wish List:
Clean the museum once a month...2 hours
5 cramped street scenes binders ..put in
larger ones & sorted...5 hours
Help hauling the rest of the Lompoc
Records from the Library
basement to our vault. 4-5 hours
Newsletters 100-125 need to be indexed.
There is a computer disk
for issues 1-100 and subjects can just be typed
in.
Someone to catalog our reference library.

One of our unsung volunteers is Jeannette
Wynne, our treasurer, but much more than
that. Jeannette has been on the board for
many years and manages all types of
accounts...phone, security, fire extinguishers,
getting the books audited and all forms kept
up for taxes and the non profit status.
Jeannette also takes the RSVP's for Holiday,
Spring and BBQ's, pays the bills, prepares
exacting reports, does the banking, keeps up
the membership list and much more. Without
all of this, the society wouldn't exist. All of our
members thank her so, for her extraordinary
The past actually happened but history is
work.
only what someone wrote down!

(A. Whitney Brown)

Yearbooks: Debbie Manfrina inventoried all of
our yearbooks, so some are for sale, others in
the vault.
If you would like to receive future
However we find we are missing the following
newsletters only by email, please send your
Lompoc High School Yearbooks: 1965, 1992,
email address to kpaaske@verizon.net
2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011,
(newsletters Cost a lot to print and mail)
2013, 2014, 2015. We also have very few
Cabrillo High Yearbooks and even less of the
Middle School yearbooks. Donations would be
gratefully accepted!
Pop-up conclusion from page 2
Bill Sudbrink displayed his “Lind & Dilli Valley
Exchange” token and a coin collecting magazine article
entitle “A Dilly of a Saloon Token” featuring the Valley
Exchange Saloon’s token which was good for a 10 cent
drink. Bill has put out a call for any information about
these tokens and the establishment that issued them.
He is also was interested in hearing from anyone who
happens to have any locally minted tokens.
Jerry Scolari after reading our invitation in the last issue of “The Legacy” to “bring something
bigger than a breadbox”, he thought of the display case for fishing flies that he had in his garage.
The display was from Perozzi Hardware Store. In the 1960’s when the store was going out of
business and the case with its contents was headed for the landfill. Jerry asked if he could have
it and then he kept it all these years until our annual BBQ. It is treasures and stories like this
that made the pop-up museum a success. The only complaint I heard was that someone didn’t
have enough forward notice to participate. So start preparing we’re going to try again next year
and conjure up some co-created magic to experience along with your Tri-tip Beef.

U p a n d C o m i n g E v e n t s. . .
Executive Board
Karen Paaske - President
Ardeane Machado Eckert - 1st Vice President
Harvey Wynne - 2nd Vice President
Debbie Schuyler Manfrina - Secretary
Jeannette Miller Wynne - Treasurer














JULY 25 open house
AUGUST 22 open house
SEPTEMBER 4 Dinner at the Elks
SEPTEMBER 5 open house
SEPTEMBER 6 BBQ at Ryon Park
Labor Day (Monday, Sept 7)
SEPTEMBER 26 open house
OCTOBER 24 open house
NOVEMBER 27 & 28 open house
DECEMBER 5 open house
DECEMBER 7 Holiday Dinner
DECEMBER 12 open house

Jan Webb - Corresponding Secretary
Directors

Barbara Mundell Cabral, Myra Huyck Manfrina, Dan Dutra, Rose Machado Roberts,
Readon “Donnie” Grossi Silva, Carolyn Huyck Strobel, Jesse Jones, Brian Donelson,
Irma Gadway, Lyla Sechrest, Don Fletcher, Sherrie Chavez, Julie Ann McLaughlin
and Lynn Benedict Romine

90th ANNIVERSARY
OF THE LABOR DAY CELEBRATION
THAT “PIONEERED” OUR
HISTORICAL SOCIETY!
Lom po c V al ley
His tor ic al So ci et y
P . O. Bo x 88
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